, PACIFIC JOURNAL OF MATHEMATICS Vol. 38, No. 1, 1971 REPRESENTATIONS BY ALGEBRAS OF SECTIONS OVER BOOLEAN SPACES STEPHEN D. COMER Every universal algebra is representable (in a trivial way) as the algebra of all continuous sections of many nonisomorphic sheaves (even over Boolean spaces). It is shown that on algebra, satisfying certain conditions specified below, can be represented as the algebra of all sections of a special kind of sheaf called a reduced sheaf. In addition, it is shown that the only reduced sheaf (up to isomorphism) whose sections represent an algebra satisfying the specified conditions is the one constructed in the standard way.
The construction used in [1] , to represent a cylindric algebra as the algebra of all continuous sections of a reduced sheaf uniquely associated with the algebra, was intuitively patterned after the construction used in R. S. Pierce [3] to sectionally represent rings. This construction and the associated representation results are extended to a reasonable class of universal algebras including rings with unit and cylindric algebras. Whenever an algebra 21 is represented as Γ(X, S) with X a Boolean space, 51 is a subdirect product of the stalks S x . An advantage of considering such representations for (X, S) reduced is that, frequently in this case, the algebras S x have a simplier nature than 21. For examples of this, see [1] and [3] .
The universal algebras to be considered here are those algebras A satisfying the following two properties.
(I) The set # 0 (2l) of all factor congruence relations of 21 is a sublattice of Θ(A) which is a Boolean algebra.
(II) Every congruence relation on 21 generated by a proper Boolean ideal of # 0 (2I) is proper.
Condition (I) guarantees that the construction with yield a sheaf over a Boolean space and condition (II) guarantees that the stalks of this sheaf will be nontrivial when 21 is nontrivial. Among the algebraic structures possessing properties (I), (II) are rings with identity and cylindric algebras. In addition it is well known that (I) holds whenever 0(21) is distributive and it is trivial that (II) holds whenever the unit congruence relation 2 A is compact in 0(21). Thus, for example, lattices with 0 and 1 satisfy (I), (II).
K. Keimel has independently obtained in [2] a result similar to Theorem 3.7. However, the algebras considered in [2] are more special than those considered here since they contain a one element subalgebra and it is assumed that outer direct products of these 29 30 STEPHEN D. COMER algebras correspond to inner direct products of subalgebras. 1* Preliminaries. We use standard universal algebra terminology; in particular, 0(51) denotes the lattice of all congruence relations on §1, ψ e 0(21) is a factor relation if there is a ψ e 0(21) such that φ Π ψ = Id A and φ\ψ = 2 A. The subset of 0(31) consisting of all factor relations is denoted by Θ O (A) .
A sheaf of algebras with similarity type τ is a triple (X, S, π) where (i) X and S are topological spaces; (ii) π: S -* X is a local homeomorphism of S onto X; (iii) for each x e X, π" 1^) = S x is the universe of an algebra ζS x , /?X e / with similarity type τ; and (iv) the natural operations induced on S by the operations on each S x are continuous. We will suppress π and denote a sheaf by (X, S). More precisely, condition (iv) means the following. If /? is 0-ary for all x e X, then (iv) means that the map from I to S that associates fi e S x to each x e X is continuous. Now suppose f\ is w-ary for all xeX where w > 0. Let nS = {d/ 0 , , ^_:) e % S: n(y t ) = π{y 3 ) for all h 3 < ^} with the relativized product topology. In this case, (iv) means that the map from nS to S that associates ft(y) to y whenever x = π(y 0 ) is continuous. The algebras S x are called the stalks of the sheaf (X, S). We say that (X, S) is trivial if X is a one point space and the only stalk is a one element algebra.
A section of (X, S) is a continuous mapping σ:X->S such that πσ -Id x ; the set of all sections of the sheaf (X, S) is denoted by Γ(X, S). If (X, S) is a sheaf of algebras with type r, Γ(X, S) can be made into an algebra with similarity type τ (also denoted by JΠ(X, S)) by defining the operations pointwise. See [3] for the elementary basic properties of sheaves and sections. By a Boolean space we mean a compact, Hausdorίϊ, zero dimensional space. 2* Reduced sheaves. In this section we define the notion of a reduced sheaf, give an equivalent characterization and show that Clearly, if (X, S) is reduced, Γ(X, S) satisfies condition (I) and, if also nontrivial, X is the dual space of the BA Θ O (Γ(X, S)).
For φG Θ(Γ(X, S)) and xeX let φ x = {(σ(x), τ(x)): (σ, τ) e φ}; if X is a Boolean space φ x is reflexive on S x , symmetric and has the substitution property but is not a congruence relation on S x in general. The following result aids in verifying that a sheaf is reduced. PROPOSITION 
Suppose a nontrivial sheaf (X, S) satisfies (a), (b). Then (X, S) is reduced if and only if ( i) for every φ e Θ O (Γ(X, S)) and xeX
, φ x = Id Sχ or φ x = 2 S X ; (ii) for every φe Θ Q (Γ(X, £)), {xe X: φ x = Id Sχ \ is a clopen subset of X; (iii) for every φ e Θ O (Γ(X, S)) Φ = Θ[U Φ ].
Proof. ==>: Assume (X, S) is reduced and nontrivial. (iii) is obvious. If φ e Θ O (Γ(X, S)), then {x e X: φ x = Id Sχ } = X ~ U φ = ct(-φ) is clopen so (ii) holds. Now suppose ψ e Θ O (Γ(X, S))
, x e X, and φ x Φ Id Sχ . Then, by the above, xg a( -φ) so xe a{φ) = {xe X: ( -φ) x = Id Sχ }. For a, be S x choose σ, τ e /^(X, S) such that σ(α ) = α, τ(x) = 6. (σ, τ) e φ \ -φ so σφμ{ -φ)τ for some μe /"(X, S). Since ( -^) β = Jd^, μ{x) = δ; so α^δ. Hence ^β = 2 S X and (i) holds. <== : We assume (a), (b), (i) -(iii), (X, S) is nontrivial and verify (c).
(
Now suppose σ, reΓ(X, S) and define μeΓ(X y S) by μ = (τ\N) U (σ|-SΓ-iV) (μ is a section by basic properties of sheaves). Then σθ[N]μθ[X ~ N\τ
For suppose xe U φ > i.e., xe\(σ, τ)\ for some (cr, r) e ^. Then o (cc) Φ τ(x) so ^x = 2 S X by (i); thus, Z/^ has the desired form and it is clopen by (i) and (ii).
In view of (l)- (3), (iii) and the fact a and β are order preserving, it is easily seen that a is a lattice isomorphism of 
sublattice of Θ(Γ(X, S)). Suppose φ,φeθ o (Γ(X, S)). Then φ + ψ β (a(φ) U a{f)).
For ( Proof. The nontrivial implication is to show that 7 is onto assuming (I), (II) hold. Suppose / is a proper ideal of Θ O (Έ) and let φ = Ί. φ is regular so it is enough to show that y(φ) -I. Clearly, I ξΞ: I Φ -Ύ(Φ). NOW suppose ψ e # 0 (2l), Ψ e J^> i.e., ψ ^ φ, and that n/r^/. Thus, the ideal J of 0 O (3I) generated by /U{ -ψ] is proper. Let M be a maximal I?A ideal of 0 o (2l) extending J (in particular, M is proper). M is regular and M JΞ2 φ since Λf Ξ2 /. By condition (II) M Φ*A so 7(M) =£ 2 A. Since 7(M) is a proper JBA ideal containing M which is maximal, τ(M) = M. Now i/r ^ φ ^ iί? and τ/r e 0 o (SI) so τ/τ e τ(M) = M. On the other hand -ψ e J s M which contradicts the fact ikΓ is proper. This contradiction shows that j(φ) £ /; hence the proof is complete. PROPOSITION 
1/ (X, S) is reduced, Γ(X, S) satisfies (I), (II).
Proof. We have already observed that (I) holds in Γ(X, S) when the sheaf is reduced; to verify (II) it is enough, by Proposition 2.3, to assume (X, S) is nontrivial and show 7 is onto. Suppose
IeId(θ o (Γ(X,S))) and φ e Θ O (Γ(X, S)) such that φey(T). Thus, a(φ)
is a clopen subset of U £ = \J {a(ψ): ψel).
Since a(ψ) is clopen for ψel, compactness implies there exist ψ 0 , , ψ %^x e / such that
Thus, ό <^ X i<n^e I so τ(I) = I; hence 7 is onto as desired. For a nontrivial reduced sheaf (X, S) a induces an isomorphism a' from Id (θ o (Γ(X, S) The trivial, i.e., one element, algebra 21 satisfies (I), (II) and provides an uninteresting case. If we let (X(2I), S(2I)) be a trivial sheaf of algebras with the same similarity type as Si, then (X(2I), £(2ΐ)) is reduced and the obvious map f a is an isomorphism of 21 onto Γ(X(2ΐ), S(2t)).
Henceforth, we assume that 31 has at least two elements and that properties (I), (II) hold. Our objective is to construct a sheaf (X(2I), S(2ί)) from 21. By (I) # 0 (2I) is a £.4 so let X(2I) be the Stone dual space of # 0 (21), i.e., X(2I) is the set of all maximal ideals of # O (2Ϊ) with a topology given by a basis of clopen subsets consisting of all subsets of the form $l(φ) = {MeX(2I): φ£M) where φeθ o (%).
X(2I) is a Boolean space.
Recall that J denotes the congruence relation on 21 generated by the ideal / of 0 O (2Q. For Me X(2I) let S(2I), 7 -2I/M. We set S(2I) -U{S(SX) J7 : MeX(lϊ)}, the disjoint union of the S(2I),/s. The map π: S(2I) -> X(2I) is defined in the obvious way.
In order to define the topology on S(2C) we need some auxiliary functions. For a e A define r α : X(2ί) -> S(2I) by r a (M) = α/M for each MeX(%). Now let ^ = {rM(φ)): ae A, φ e # 0 (2I)}. In the following series of lemmas we will show that (X(2ί), S(2ί)) is a reduced sheaf with a basis for the topology on S(2I) given by £@ and that 21 ^L For Ne$l(φ), (α, 6) e -9 6 iV so (α, 6) G JV, i.e., r α (ΛΓ) = r b (N). Proof. From the preceding we know that X(St) and S(3l) are topological spaces and that each stalk is an algebra with the same type as St. It is routine to check that π is a local homeomorphism; in fact, it is enough to check that π' -π\r a {^V{φ)) is a continuous map of r a (^/Γ(φ)) onto ~4^{φ). It remains to establish the continuity of the natural operations on S(St) induced by corresponding operations on the stalk algebras 3t/Λf. Suppose / is an n-ary operation of this kind on S(2t) where neco ~ 1. ( The following universal algebraic result will be useful below. It is proved by a standard BA argument. We have seen (Lemma 3.3) that (JΓ(2t), S(2t)) is a sheaf of algebras associated with St. Define £, by requiring ί a (α) = r a for each αei. From the remark following Lemma 3.2 we see that ζ % is a function from SI into Γ(X(%), S(%)). LEMMA 
// 21 is an algebra satisfying conditions (I), (II), then ξ n is an isomorphism of 2t onto Γ(X($ί) y S(2ί)).
Proof. We may suppose §1 is nontrivial. It is routine to check that fa is a homomorphism. To show ξ n is 1 -1, assume ξ%(ά) = ζ%(b) where α, be A. Then (α, b) e M for all Me X(2£) and hence Lemma 3.4 with / = Id A implies a = b. It remains to prove that f a is onto.
Suppose σeΓ(X(%),S(%)).
By the construction of S(2I), for each
MeX(%) there is an ae A such that σ(M) = r a (M).
σ is continuous so there is a neighborhood Λ r {φ) of Λf such that σ and r α agree on Λ^iΦ).
Since this holds for each MGX(2I), the compactness and zero dimensionality for Boolean spaces implies that there exist φ 0 , , φ n^ 6 θ o (%) and α 0 , , a n^ e A such that gives an isomorphism of 2C onto P i<n %l -φ t . Hence, for the elements α 0 , , α w _! G A the above isomorphism shows there is an element be A such that b( -φi)ai for all i < n. It now follows that ξ % (b) = r b = σ; for if Ne X(2t), say Ne ^Γ(φj) for some i < n, then σ(iV) = r aj (N) = Uj/N = b/N = r b (N) using the fact that (6, a 5 ) e -φ 5 ^ JV. We conclude that ζ n is onto completing the proof of the lemma.
We will show that the sheaf (X(SI), £(21)) constructed from A is reduced by applying Proposition 2.2. Before doing this we need an observation about the relations
where φ e Θ{Γ{X{%), S{%))) and Me X(St), that are involved in the proposition. (i) Suppose φ e # 0 (Γ(X(2I), S(2I))) and Me X(2ί). ξ?(Φ) e 6> 0 (2ί) so either ξΰ'iΦ) e M or -ζ^iφ) e M. In the first case
It remains to show that -ff^eJί implies
so there is a ceA such that (α, c) e ίί 1^) and (e, δ) e -ίί 1^) ^ M. Therefore, (r α , r c ) e ^ and c/iίf" = 6/M; thus, (r a (M), r h {M)) e φ M as desired. Hence (i) holds.
(ii) Suppose φ e Θ,{Γ{X{%), S(5I))). By the proof of (i) we see
(iii) We always have φ <^ ^[ί/^] so to prove equality we assumê e Θ Q {Γ{X{%), S(%))), a, be A such that | (r β , n) I S ^ and prove (r β , n) e_^.
I (r β , n) I = {Me X(Sί): (α, b,)$M}sU* implies that (α, &)Gilf for every MeX(%) such that ίί 1^) e M. Taking /, in Lemma 3.4, as the principal ideal of 0 O (2I) generated by ίί ι (^), it is immediate from the above statement that (α, b) e ζ% ι (Φ)-Thus, (r α , r b ) e φ completing the proof of (iii) and hence the lemma.
We summarize the results from 3.1-3.6 in the following.
THEOREM 3.7. // 21 is an algebra satisfying conditions (I), (II), then (X(2ί), S(2X)) is a reduced sheaf of algebras such that ξ % is an isomorphism from 21 onto Γ(X(%), S(2ί)).
4. Uniqueness* In this section we show, for an algebra 21, that there is at most one reduced sheaf (X y S) (up to isomorphism) for which Γ(X, S) = 21. Actually we prove more. In Proposition 2.4 we saw that Γ{X, S) satisfies conditions (I), (II) whenever (X, S) is reduced; thus, the construction in § 3 yields a reduced sheaf (X(Γ(X, S)), S(Γ(X, S))) whenever (X, S) is reduced. The desired uniqueness result follows from the fact these two sheaves are isomorphic.
A pair of functions (λ, /) is an isomorphism of (X, S) onto (Y, R) if λ is a homeomorphism of X onto Y and / is a homeomorphism of R onto S such that / maps R λix) isomorphically (as an algebra) onto S x for all xeX.
The trivial sheaf provides a special uninteresting case. If (X, S) is trivial, Γ(X, S) is a one element algebra; thus, (X(Γ(X, S)), S(Γ(Xj S))) is trivially isomorphic to (X, S) and Theorem 4.2 holds in this case.
Henceforth, we assume (X, S) is a nontrivial reduced sheaf. For This proves the claim. The claim shows that λ is continuous and open; hence it is a homeomorphism as asserted in 4.1 (b).
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose (X, S) is a reduced sheaf and λ: X-^ X(Γ(X, S)) is defined by X(x) = j(u x ) as above. Then there is an f: S(Γ(X, S)) -> S such that (λ, /) is an isomorphism of (X, S) onto (X(Γ(X, S)), S(Γ(X, S))).
Proof. Assume (X, S) is nontrivial. By 4.1 (a) there is an isomorphism f x from Γ(X, S)/υ x onto S x defined by f x (σ/υ x ) = σ(x). Let / be the unique function defined on S(Γ(X, S)) extending all fjs, xeX. It is clear that / is a 1 -1 map of S(Γ(X, S)) onto S which maps S(Γ(X, S)) λx isomorphically onto S x .
For σ e Γ(X, S) and a clopen subset N of X we claim: {^K(θ[N] )) and the above computa-tion now shows that σ(x) = f(r σ (Xx)) ef (r σ (Λ^(θ[N] 
))).
Hence the claim holds.
Since {σ(N): σe Γ(X, S), N clopen subset of X} forms a basis for S and {r σ (^r((φ) ): σe Γ(X, S), φe Θ O (Γ(X, S))} forms a basis for S (Γ(X, S) ), the claim implies that / gives a 1 -1 correspondence between these two bases. Thus, / is a homeomorphism and it follows that (λ, /) is an isomorphism of (X, S) onto (X(Γ(X, S)), S(Γ (X, S)) ). COROLLARY 4.3. If (X, S) is a reduced sheaf such that Γ(X, S) = 2t f then (X, S) is isomorphic to (X(SI), 5* Representations with respect to equational classes* Suppose J%Γ is an equational class of algebras. We say that (X, S) is a sheaf of algebras in <5ίΓ if each stalk is a member of J%ΐ Obviously, Γ{X, S) belongs to J%Γ whenever (X, S) is a sheaf of algebras in ^7 By the construction in § 3 each stalk of (X(2I), S(3I)) is a quotient of St; thus, (X(Sί), S(Sί)) is a sheaf of algebras in SίT whenever 21 e JK As a consequence of 3.7 and 4.3 we have the following result for equational classes. The above result has appeared in the literature for special choices of J^Γ For JsϊΓ equal to the class of all rings with unit see R. S. Pierce [3] and for S%Γ equal to the class of all cylindric algebras with a specified dimension see [1] . For special choices of 5ίΓ the notion of a reduced sheaf takes a simplier form.
